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Sponsorships

The Tamaskan Dog Register, Inc., is pleased to announce a sponsorship
program for our breeders. A few final items are being hashed out, but as soon
as they are finalized, the website will be updated with the details.

In a nutshell, the TDR will be capable of helping at least two breeders per year
(funds permitting) who are either interested in bringing an outcross into the
breed, or in diversifying their breeding program by importing semen from a
different continent. For outcross candidates, this program will help with health
tests, up to a specific dollar amount, after the candidate has received pre-
approval. This sponsorship will also help to defray the costs of semen import of
a dog who is already approved within the TDR.

Details on how to qualify, and how to apply, in addition to final information on
the available sponsorship amounts, will be available soon.

In the interim, if you have an outcross or inter-continental breeding in mind,
please contact the Committee of Breeders. Sponsorship will be granted to
qualified breeders on a first-come, first-serve basis. For 2020, the TDR
anticipates being able to sponsor two breeders.

Tamaskan of the Month

https://www.tamaskandogregister.com/
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Vargskuggans Knatte
"Gråben"

Blustag Duchess x Saxon Cherni

Vargskuggans Knatte (Gråben), is a six-year old G2 Tamaskan Dog who lives in Borås
Sweden with two  cats, his girlfriend Tassa and his mom Inki Ahlström. He is one of the
foundation dogs for Gray Paws kennel. He is a gentleman and a big-hearted snuggleball
who loves  to sleep in his mom's lap. Gråben is available for stud. If interested, please
contact Gray Paws.

Website Updates
Speaking of the website, single dog and litter registrations are now available as forms on
the TDR website, under the "Services" link. Definitions for the current registration tiers are
also now published in their entirety for reference.

https://www.tamaskandogregister.com/breeder/gray-paws/
https://www.tamaskandogregister.com/services/dog-litter-registration/


New Litters

No new litters whelped in May, but the following pregnancies have been confirmed:

Marlie x Blufawn Glen Campbell (Balto) at Outback
Slavic Wolves Atlantis Argia (Joko) x Aristo Jantarowa Wataha at Jantarowy

...and, waiting for confirmation:

Vargskuggans Talisa (Espen) x Hawthorne Badger (Django) at River-Valley

New Approvals

We would like to welcome Beth Wilson and Yonomori Tamaskan, out of the United
Kingdom, as the TDR's newest breeder! Inki Ahlström, the owner of the stud Vargskuggans
Knatte, has also registered a new breeding kennel, Gray Paws, in Sweden, in preparation
for future plans!

The following dogs were approved in May 2020:

Aristo Jantarowa Wataha, a Saarloos stud, residing in Poland. Aristo is looking
forward to his first litter at Jantarowy Tamaskan with Slavic Wolves Atlantis Argia this
year. 
Yonomori Jin (Chise), a G2 female out of Blustag Black Mamba and Blustag Pluto.
Chise lives in the United Kingdom at Yonomori.

TDR Staff Changes
The TDR would like to thank Rahne Meeder for her time on the Board of Directors and the
Committee of Breeders. Rahne has stepped back from her roles for a sabbatical, to attend
to some personal items. Thank you, Rahne!

If there's anything you would like to make sure is included in the next newsletter,
please send us an email. If you have any questions, concerns, or comments, please

also let us know. Remember, we are always looking for your dogs' stories,
accomplishments, or anything else! Thank you!
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